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Christmas means different things to different people. The dominant culture views it as a
commercial holiday--a time when stores ring up record sales, people use inoffensive and
nonsectarian greetings such as "Happy holidays," and some even file lawsuits to prevent
nativity scenes from going up at government buildings.

But there is also a large religious minority that chafes at the commercial and religiously
sanitized nature of the holiday. Some of these believers react by trying to make the holiday
more religious and more sectarian; as the shopping bag from the Christian bookstore says:
"Jesus is the Reason for the Season." In a religiously diverse society, however, this approach is
bound to fail.

Therefore I propose a different approach: Let us split what is now known as Christmas into two
holidays. The first holiday would be called Nativity, and it would be exclusively religious.
Christians would celebrate this holiday, with no expectation that the government or people of
other faiths would recognize it. The second holiday is harder to name, but for now let's call it
Excessmas. This holiday would be the season associated with excess in everything, including
promotion, spending, consuming and drinking.

Splitting the holiday would have a number of advantages. First, it would increase the precision
of language in economic reporting. If retail sales lag projections, the media commonly report
that it is a "dismal Christmas." What's dismal in that case is actually Excessmas. Christmas--as
Nativity--could be more joyful than ever in such a season. The sales associated with Nativity are
small; fourth-quarter sales associated with Excessmas are a very important economic
phenomenon.

Second, it would improve holiday observances. Christians would celebrate Nativity and Jews, of
course, would continue to celebrate Hanukkah. Both groups could withdraw from celebrating
Excessmas. Religious observances would be purely religious, with no thought of toning them
down for the sake of pluralism. Meanwhile, Excessmas parties would no longer be encumbered
with a fuzzy need to do something unselfish or feel warm feelings. They could be wholly
devoted to excess.
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Third, it would solve the perennial nativity-scene debate. Churches would set up Nativity
scenes on their own property, where, we all agree, purely religious expressions are celebrated
(and constitutionally protected). Governments would put up Excessmas lights on utility poles
and malls would set up Excessmas displays to promote retail spending.

Fourth, it would reduce holiday stress and depression. The holiday blues are a common
occurrence, partly attributed to the futile quest for a "perfect Christmas." The food must be
perfect, the fire in the fireplace must burn brightly, and there really ought to be snow falling
(even though the majority of our population lives where that's statistically rare). That's a
perfect Excessmas, not a perfect Nativity. A perfect celebration of excess isn't needed. All it has
to be is excessive.

Meanwhile, the celebrants of Nativity would find their perfection in what's being celebrated
and not in their own activities. Splitting the holiday could greatly reduce the disappointment of
unfulfilled expectations.

And finally it would end uncomfortable feelings that the season lasts too long. Nativity would
be a short holiday appropriate to the religious observance. Excessmas, devoted as it is to excess
in everything, could begin with September catalog mailings (as it does now) or even earlier.

If we split Nativity from Excessmas, we would only be recognizing what has long been fact for
many observances. When the school chorus sings the praises of shoppers hearing silver bells or
the jolly figure who's coming to town with his full toy bag, the connection is to Excessmas, not
Nativity. When the office party is made innocuous to religious sensibilities, the main principle it
celebrates is indulgence. (Not that I would deny others their indulgences. I'm a teetotaler, not a
prohibitionist.)

The Dec. 25 origin of Christmas, we are told, was that early Christians wanted to celebrate at a
time when the surrounding pagan revelries would cover their celebration. They rightly feared
persecution and did not want to be conspicuous. Times have changed, but splitting the holiday
would bring Christians back to their roots. It would allow for more precise reporting and an
honest recognition of what's being celebrated during Nativity and Excessmas.

Mr. Wood is a professor of economics at James Madison University.
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